
Giving and Taking Directions 
Spring GECO 2021
Level B class
Unit 4, Day 2
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Agenda
1. Review from last week

2. Prepositions
+ What are  “prepositions” ?

3. Useful Phrases
4. Giving Directions
5. Closing
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1. Review from last week



1) How do you ask for directions?

+ You are traveling in France, but you are 
struggling to find a hotel. 
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1) How do you ask for directions?

+ You are visiting your friend in Spokane, and you 
want to visit Riverfront Park.
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2) Homework Check-in

+ How was the homework? 
https://flipgrid.com/e06c3491

+ Do you have any questions about the homework?
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https://flipgrid.com/e06c3491


2. Prepositions
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What is “Prepositions” ?

+ He is sitting on the chair.

+ She lives near her workplace.

+ Our house is in front of the school.  
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Have you seen those 
prepositions?

What prepositions do 
you use?



What are “Prepositions” ?
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Directions Time

Location                    Space

Look at the sky!

I’m on my way!

I woke up at 6:00 
am. 
We will have summer 
GECO in July.

He took a nap in a 
car. 

Daisuke is from 
Japan. 

A dog stays under 
the table.

She was standing 
behind you
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12

/Location /Space
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Practice 1: where are the buildings?
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● Tell me the location of the buildings!
● Type your answer in the chat box!



1. The library is (          ) the hospital. 
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2. The shopping center is (    ) Pine Street. 
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3. The barbershop is (           ) the drugstore. 
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4. The bank is (           ) the shopping center and 
drug store. 
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Practice 2: Cloze activity
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+ You will work in the BRs!

+ Fill in the blank with prepositions!

+ https://learningapps.org/watch?v=pfys5ufza21

+ Share your answers when you finish!

https://learningapps.org/watch?v=pfys5ufza21


How was the activity?
Do you have any questions?
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+ Go straight on...

+ Walk straight on …

+ Turn / “take a”  right  ...

+ Turn / “take a” left ...

3. Useful Phrases for giving directions
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+ You will take a right ( ) the bank.

+ You will turn left ( ) Hamilton street.  

Useful Phrases for giving directions
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Do you use 
“on” or “at”? 

+ Turn right/ take a right   at  + object/ place

+ Turn right/ take a left on + street



+ You will walk across 

the street. 

+ Turn around here.

Useful Phrases for giving directions
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Practice 3: Giving Directions
+ You will work in the BRs.

+ One student will ask you for directions.

+ Another student will give them directions.

Try to use prepositions!!!!

+ You have three maps on your worksheet!
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Practice 3: Giving directions
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BR 2BR 1 

BR 3 BR 4 



Homework
+ We will use Flipgrid to 

record your speaking!!

+ Giving Directions from 
your home to the 
nearest grocery store. 

+ link : 
https://flipgrid.com/00a
6399a
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https://flipgrid.com/00a6399a
https://flipgrid.com/00a6399a


We finished our All Units in Spring GECO!!!

+ Summer GECO information
+ https://forms.gle/Cmvhd85p1rFbjTht7 

+ Course Evaluation
+ https://forms.gle/NWjcuAoMLHZGKRGQ9 

+ Next week...
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https://forms.gle/Cmvhd85p1rFbjTht7
https://forms.gle/NWjcuAoMLHZGKRGQ9
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Do you have any questions?

We will see you next week!!!


